TROLLEY MANAGEMENT
> Trolley management and anti-theft systems

Our exclusive Caddie solution can assist you with the management of your trolleys and goods, improving your peace and mind, not to mention your profits.
> Trolley management
CARTMANAGER

> Reduces trolley loss
CART CONTROL
CART CONTROL +

> Goods anti-theft
SIMPLE PURCHECK
PURCHECK AT THE CHECKOUTS
Since its creation in 1928, Caddie has constantly innovated, proposing high quality solutions while protecting the environment. Caddie is the benchmark brand for the design of reliable modular solutions, meeting the requirements of the markets we operate on. This aim required Caddie products to be adapted to your specific requirements.

We are constantly investing in new technologies and methods of production. Our teams of experienced professionals reflect this commitment with confidence, by creating an innovative atmosphere and focusing on development.

The image of your store depends on its trolleys and your trolley management. With this in mind, we can provide a global solution to better meet your requirements:

- The CARTMANAGER XD+ trolley collector can assist in managing your trolleys.
- CART CONTROL helps to prevent trolley loss.
- The PURCHEK system prevents the theft of goods.

Trolley management contributes to your performance: improve your trolley control to reduce day-to-day hassles!
TROLLEY MANAGEMENT
CART MANAGER XD+

SECURE AND EFFECTIVE
TROLLEY COLLECTION

> REDUCED WORKING TIME
The CartManager XD+ trolley collector provides a productivity solution which makes trolley collection easy, effective and safe. Benefit from optimised trolley availability and a car park with no stranded trolleys thanks to this trolley pushing system, specially designed for the wide range of requirements of your store.

EFFICIENCY
The remote control allows one person to operate a line of 30 trolleys.

> In the past, storing trolleys securely meant spending lengthy periods on intensive hard work. Dealers using the CartManager XD+ system reduce the time spent on this task by 50% on average, leaving employees free to work in the store and assist customers.
You face regular trolley loss, which damages your image and your profits. Our self-blocking caster concept is just right for you.

A trolley security system blocks the casters beyond the authorized zone. It enables the trolley to be moved freely within the authorised scope.

Make sure your trolleys are always available for use by your customers!

AUTO-BLOCKING CASTER
SMARTWHEEL AND SMARTWHEEL +

SMARTWHEEL
Compatible with all Caddie security systems (Cart Control, Purcheck, etc.). If the trolley reaches the edge of the authorised scope, the auto-blocking caster will receive the blocking signal and gradually brake the trolley.
Caster with a diameter of 127 mm for flat ground or moving walkways.
Fixed or swivel.
Built-in blocking/release system activated by an electric motor and controlled by a radio signal.
Power supply: one interchangeable lithium battery.
This battery is easy to replace.
Mean battery life cycle: 3 years.
The battery is usually fitted at the front left of the trolley.

For increased security, SMARTWHEEL can be associated to the SMARTWHEEL+ casters, fitted on a diagonal line on the trolley.

SMARTWHEEL AND SMARTWHEEL+
These pairs of casters are also compatible with all Caddie security systems (Cart Control, Purcheck, etc.).
A second pair of casters can be fitted at the rear on a diagonal line (SMARTWHEEL +) to improve security.
The blocking system is then even more robust.

If the trolley reaches the edge of the authorised scope, SMARTWHEEL will receive the blocking signal and send a signal to the SMARTWHEEL+. Both casters will gradually brake the trolley.

CARTKEY AND NANOKEY : CONTROL AND COMFORT OF USE
• These remote control units can block or release the caster at a distance between 50 cm and 1 m from the casters.
• These remote control units simplify control, including in case of rain or snow.
• The Smartkey remote control can be used to rapidly troubleshoot equipment.
  - Presence and strength of the signal.
  - Battery charge.

PLACE THIS LABEL ON THE TROLLEY
The label informs users of the existence of a trolley security system.
TROLLEY SECURITY
CARTCONTROL

AN INVISIBLE TROLLEY BARRIER

Trolley security systems are effective and affordable means of keeping your trolleys where they should be. Whether outdoors or indoors, wherever you wish to control your trolleys, the invisible CartControl barriers protect your investment.

PERIMETER ANTENNA
The cable, installed in the surface of the car park, with double insulation and waterproofing, defines at which precise locations the trolleys are braked/released.

BRAKING AREA
RELEASE AREA
The digital signal transmitted can be adjusted, and is designed to be received by all trolleys within a defined distance around the perimeter antenna.

SMARTWHEEL
When a trolley reaches the authorised limit, the auto-blocking caster receives the blocking signal and gradually brakes the trolley.

SMARTWHEEL+
This even tougher blocking system brakes two casters for an increased security.

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
Wireless solutions are ideal for areas such as underground car parks, doors, lifts, escalators, etc. and areas where it was previously impossible to install a trolley security system. The signal has a range of 12 metres and no physical floor installation is necessary. This system is also ideal for stores with doors leading directly out into the street.
GOODS SECURITY PURCHECK

SIMPLE PURCHECK

1) Temporary entry permission signal
2) Locking line

ENTRY PROTECTION
(if entrance and exit are separate)

1) The entry permission antenna (1) gives a signal of temporary authorisation to the SmartWheel to cross the locking line. (2)
2) When this permission expires, if you try to push the trolley back through the entrance the trolley will be blocked.
3) In this case, a visible and audible alarm alerts the store staff/security.

PURCHECK AT THE CHECKOUTS

1) Temporary entry permission signal
2) Locking line

SECURITY AT THE CHECKOUTS AND THE EXITS
(Commun entrance & exit)

1) The entry permission antenna (1) gives a signal of temporary authorisation to the SmartWheel to cross the locking line. (2)
2) When this permission expires, without a permission to exit, the trolley will be blocked.
3) In this case, a visible and audible alarm alerts the store staff.
4) To obtain the exit permission, the customers must go through an open checkout. The permission is given to the wheel via the Purchase Manager.

Prevent theft as it occurs with PURCHECK.
The Purchek system significantly reduces theft with trolleys by preventing the thieves to leave the store with a trolley full of goods.
The Purchek system is the only anti-theft solution for stores with an auto-blocking caster.
Most of our models are patented or protected by registration of trademarks in France or abroad. We reserve the right to make any modifications to our articles that we consider necessary, without prior notice.